WE WANT YOU!

REACT FRONTEND ENGINEER (F/M/D)

WE ARE A STARTUP WITH THE MISSION TO MAKE BUSINESS PROCESSES SMARTER THROUGH OUR A.I. DRIVEN CLOUD TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM AND THE END TO END BUSINESS SOLUTIONS THAT WE ARE PROVIDING TO OUR GLOBAL CUSTOMERS.

Responsibilities
- Designing of creative business solutions
- Development of new modules for Web (ReactJS) and Mobile (ReactNative)
- Collaboration with our international customers and partners
- Adhere to high quality standards for business-critical IT
- Be part of a young and extraordinary team of innovators

Qualifications
- Strong experience in JavaScript, Typescript and CSS
- Proficient in ReactJS or ReactNative
- Java or another programming language are a plus
- Familiarity using version control systems (GIT)
- Willing to learn the Customer business processes
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills (EN)
- Self-reliant and target-oriented mindset

What's in for You
- A motivated and diverse team with flat hierarchy
- Work in an exciting and modern tech-stack
- Support in developing your own ideas and skills
- Active participation in a groundbreaking A.I. SaaS business product
- Offices close to Mannheim Main Station
- Flexible working schedules
- Coffee Flatrate :)

Contact: jobs@primingcloud.com